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Housing Lottery considered Middle Path Day
successful despite problems celebrates tradition
By august steigmeyer
News Assistant

The Office of Residential Life
conducted the student Housing Lottery
for the 2009-2010 school year on April
18, with some new changes but few
problems, according to Assistant Dean
of Students for Housing and Residential
Life Alicia Dugas. “The biggest additions were the live Web feed and the
comment box, which, I thought, was
used really well. Some students made
comments as they came in and we were
able to make changes from one class to
another,” Dugas said.
“The hardest thing [about the lottery] is keeping all your back-up plans
lined up, trying to keep track of what
rooms have filled and what you still want
to choose,” Fraser Reach ’11 said.
The addition of the live online
feed of room assignments was designed
to help students get an idea of what is
still available and inform them of how
far along the process is, in terms of
numbers that have been called, so that
students know when to come to the
lottery, Dugas said.
The rules concerning the pre-registration fee were also changed this year.
“This year they were a little more strict
with it,” Dugas said. Students who had
not paid the fee were able to sign up for
classes but could not participate in the
lottery. “There were about four or five
students who could not participate this

year, but we are working with them to
sort that out.”
Overall, Dugas said that the registration day ran smoothly. “I thought
the day of lottery was great. I think that
students got in, got their housing and
were able to leave quickly,” said Dugas,
who felt that the only problems encountered were minor.
“There were a couple little gremlins here and there, but nothing really
that affected a student’s ability to select
a room and enjoy the rest of their day,”
she said. “During the selection process
for the rising sophomore class, the computer crashed three or more times, but
we had four laptops ready to go in case
one didn’t work and we had the paper
floor plans to back us up in case there
was anything that got lost.”
Dugas said that the Office of
Residential Life is always looking for
improvements that can be made to the
process. “We had one person at the lottery on Saturday whose sole duty was
to watch and notice and ask students if
there was anything that we could correct for next year. We are always about
assessment and continuing to approve,”
she said.
Reach encountered a problem
with the dry-erase board housing schematics during the lottery. “Somebody
was trying to cross-out several of the
apartments,” Reach said. These apartments had not yet been assigned.
Two years ago, another problem

occurred when all available rooms were
filled and remaining students had to
enter the summer housing program.
These students had not been notified
of this possibility beforehand and were
“upset” about the situation, according to Dugas. “This year and last year,
everybody whose number was in the
high range and could be summer housed
was met with ahead of time and given
information.”
This year, 25 women and 11 men
will be notified of their housing arrangements over the summer. “That’s pretty
typical; that’s about the same number we
had last year. That’s pretty much what
we expect, and we’re confident that we
will be able to get them housed,” Dugas
said. “We have students who have told
us that they are withdrawing or planning
on transferring, so we’re making those
notes and will hopefully begin to get
people assigned to those places before
school ends.” Most students in this situation will be notified around July 1.
Summer Housing rooms can become available from all areas of campus.
“We get openings in a lot of different
areas. We might have a person leave from
[Taft Cottages] or a couple of people
from New Apartments; we might have
a person or two from Watson,” Dugas
said. “It is typically upperclass housing,
which is very exciting for a rising sophomore who expected to live in Mather or
Caples; they’re going to get some other

see Lottery, page 2
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Last year we only
had about 50
people show up,
which was a bit of
a disappointment

155 prospective
students visit campus
By Marika Garland
Staff Writer
As May 1 nears, admitted students
decide whether or not to come to Kenyon.
To aid in the decision-making process, the
College held its Admitted Student Overnight Visit Program this past Sunday and
Monday. According to Senior Assistant
Director of Admissions Sonya Broeren
’90, who oversees all visit day programs,
188 prospective students participated in
the program.
“We’ve had more visitors [this
month] than any other April,” Broeren
said. This increase coincides with what
Broeren said is the College’s greatest
number of accepted students. She added,
however, that “responses are coming in
slowly, both positive and negative … I
don’t think we have to worry about overenrolling.”
In coming to an overnight program,
prospective students (often called “prospies”) “get a taste of Kenyon life,” Broeren
said. They can participate in several events
that the College has organized, including classes on Monday, access to Peirce
Hall, a student panel, a faculty panel, a
session with the deans, a Kenyon musical revue with a cappella groups and the
Step Team.
Prospective students are also able to
interact with Kenyon students through
the hosting program. According to Broeren, approximately 160 students hosted
this past weekend, including Jennifer
Brown ’12 and Jane Pryma ’12.
“I decided to host because I thought
it would be interesting to see the visiting
experience from the other end,” Brown

said. “I remember being in their shoes.”
“Staying overnight as a prospie
was a valuable experience for me,” said
Pryma, who has hosted five prospective
students during this year. “I thought I
owed it to other people to host because
it was so integral in my decision-making
process.”
“My prospie and I talked about
dorms, the workload, classes and activities,” Brown said. “She also went to
the scholarship reception, the ‘We are
Kenyon’ student panel, the a cappella
concert and classes on Monday.”
“I try to take prospective students
to the highlights of the campus,” Pryma
said. “We usually go to MiddleGround
to talk because I feel like it exemplifies the
community feel of Kenyon.”
Broeren said that she believes attending an overnight visit program makes
prospective students more likely to enroll
at the College. “When they come to
campus, that’s telling us they’re interested,”
she said.
For some prospective students, an
overnight visit becomes the deciding
factor in whether or not to enroll. “My
prospie said the visit really helped her
make her decision,” Brown said. “When
she got here she said she wasn’t completely
sure, but by the time she left, she had made
the decision to come here.”
In addition to helping prospective
students, the hosting program also has
benefits for current Kenyon students.
“Every time you host, it reminds you
why you chose Kenyon in the first place,”
Pryma said. “I’ve learned to appreciate
it more through sharing it with other
people.”
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Lottery: housing
trends continue
From page 1
opportunities.”
“We personally call them and
usually it is a scream of happiness on
the other end of the line as we tell them
what place they got,” Dugas said. “Two
years ago we actually gave a house to six
rising sophomores.”
A certain number of rooms are
set aside for the incoming first-year
class. When exact numbers of the Class
of 2013 are known, several of those
rooms will become available in Mather
Residence for the upperclassmen who
have been summer housed.
“It’s not that big of a deal,” said
Charley Fine ’12, who was summer
housed. “The first thing everybody
says to me when I tell them is that I
have a chance at getting something really good. Really, I would be fine with
anything.”
This year, the Duff Street apartments were closed to Kenyon students,
putting more students into the lottery.
Dugas said that the elimination of this
off-campus housing did not have much
of an effect on the lottery process. “I
don’t think there was much [of an effect] other than more people selecting
on Saturday,” she said. “I think seniors
took a bit longer selecting than last
year’s, probably because we had about
30 more seniors selecting housing
than we did last year. But I think it
was fine.”
The trends in housing selections
were “pretty similar to past years,”
according to Dugas. “Students who
wanted North typically got North.
Students were really excited about the
triples. Rising sophomores were incredibly excited about triples.”
“One thing that was surprising
was that the Tafts went pretty slowly.
The Bexleys were filling out much

more quickly than the Tafts,” Dugas said.
“Maybe students weren’t aware that Taft
was getting new carpet, whether that’s a
plus or a minus for them is hard to tell.
It’s really interesting why students make
some of those decisions.”
“I think the Tafts went slowly because people thought they couldn’t get
one so they went to the lottery later,”
Reach said.
The Taft Cottages, along with the
Bexley Apartments and Farr Singles, have
become the most popular residences in
recent years, but student preferences and
trends change. “Mather, McBride and Caples tended to be the most popular when I
was here because they were new and much
nicer than they are now,” said Professor of
English Adele Davidson ’75. “I think that
they need to be refurbished.”
Davidson, who was accepted into
the Coordinate College for Women, the
only option for women at Kenyon at the
time, said that the New Apartments also
became very popular when they were
built. “There was only a tiny amount of
women’s housing and the New Apartments were for women only, but many of
the men were interested in that housing
as well. I think this initiated some discussion as to whether or not Kenyon should
remain a coordinate college or should we
be fully integrated.” Davidson said that
Caples was co-ed by floor and her parents
had considered that “a little too co-ed, so
a lot of things have changed.”
The Office of Residential Life is
working to make some changes to the
housing selection so that it will be as
easy as possible for students, Dugas
said. “The housing lottery is not like
Disney World. You don’t stand in line
for an hour to get this thrilling ride and
think that it’s worth it. So we don’t want
students standing in line; we don’t want
there to be a long wait. We want things
to be efficient.”

Village Record
Apr. 15 – Apr. 21, 2009
Apr. 15, 9:31 p.m. – Medical call regarding ill student at Middle Ground.
Friend will take student to emergency room.
Apr. 16, 3:29 a.m. – Disagreement between students at off campus housing. One student transported to residence.
Apr. 16, 9:11 a.m. – Vandalism at Peirce Pub/food strewn around area.
Apr. 16, 3:29 a.m. – Students sleeping in lounge at Leonard Hall. Students
advised they could not sleep there.
Apr. 16, 4:24 a.m. – Medical call regarding ill student at Bushnell Hall.
Student transported by emergency squad to the hospital.
Apr. 17, 8:08 a.m. – Medical call regarding ill person in vehicle on
Chase Avenue. Person transported to the hospital by College Township
Emergency Squad.
Apr. 18, 12:12 p.m. – Medical call regarding ill non-student at Peirce Hall.
Emergency squad notified but person declined treatment.
Apr. 18, 6:39 p.m. – Breaking and entering at PSI Lodge.
Apr. 18, 6:49 p.m. – Medical call regarding ill student at Peirce Hall.
Friends will stay with student.
Apr. 19, 6:58 p.m. – Medical call regarding ill student at Old Kenyon.
Student transported by squad to the hospital.
Apr. 19, 4:25 a.m. – Vandalism to vending machine at Old Kenyon.
Apr. 21, 1:07 p.m. – Vandalism to vending machine at Old Kenyon.
April 21, 2:01 p.m. – Hit and run accident at South Lot. Sheriff ’s Office
notified for report.
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Metcalf leaves Kenyon

Nurse Practitioner accepts position with family practice
By Lindsay Means
Features Writer
Former Nurse Practitioner
Rebecca Metcalf has left Kenyon
College for a position with a family practice in Loudonville, Ohio,
according to a news release from
the office of Dean of Students
Tammy Gocial. After leaving the
Health Center last fall, Metcalf
had continued to work with wellness initiatives at the College.
Ellie Hansen ’10, the head of
Haven House, had worked closely
with Metcalf on various wellness
initiatives.
“I had heard that there was
a possibilit y she was leaving ,”
Hansen said. “I know that there
was shuffling of her position and
that was wearing on her; she had
contact with students, but not as
much as when she was Nurse Practitioner, so I’m guessing that she
was making the move to have more
contact with her patients.”
According to the College’s
news release, Metcalf had “enjoyed
her time at Kenyon, but missed
working in a family-practice environment.” Hansen agreed, saying
that “it’s nothing against Kenyon,
but more an issue of how much
contact she has with students and
other patients.”
According to Dean of Students Tammy G ocia l, Metca lf
wanted “more of the hands on
medical care as opposed to the
administrative wellness care.”

B oth G o cia l and Hansen
praised Metcalf ’s work at the
College. Metcalf was “an amazing contributor to the fabric of
the communit y,” G ocia l sa id.
“She has an immense capacity
for compassion and I’ve always
had really positive experiences
with her,” Hansen said. “I think
everyone will remember her as
someone who was really accessible
to students, who was always willing to listen and who always had
the best interests of students as
her priority.”
According to Hansen, Metcalf ’s legacy will hopefully continue at Kenyon, though there
is no obvious replacement for
her position. “She’s set it up so
that someone else can continue,”
Hansen said. “She was really willing to collaborate with different
groups on campus, like Haven
House and Residential Life. We
will definitely miss [Metcalf ], but
I think she has set it up so that
someone else can step in and take
care of things.”
“Her care wa s excel lent,”
Gocial said. “The students raved
about her, thought she did an
excellent job.”
Students were surprised by
Metcalf ’s apparently abrupt departure. “It did seem a little out of
the blue,” Stephanie Carlson-Flynn ’11 said. “I didn’t really know
her that well, but it seems like
there could have been more communication between the health

services and the students.”
Nick Loud ’11 agreed. “She
was always nice and very helpful
to me,” he said. “I didn’t know
she was gone until I heard other
students talking about it ... I think
there’s some concern that there
might be a shortage of nurse practitioners, especially considering
the fact that there is no full-time
doctor on staff.”
Kenyon plans to hire a new
nurse practitioner, according to
their news release. Currently,
Kim Cullers, MSN CNP is the
College’s full-time nurse practitioner and director of the Health
Center. The new nurse practitioner will work with Cullers, along
with two registered nurses and a
collaborating physician.
“ We’re g oing to open the
search again. Try to cast our net a
little more broadly We think that
this timing might be a little bit
better. Summer is a little easier
time for someone to think about
a move,” Gocial said. “We are going to do an outreach to college
health centers across the country
and locally, too. We don’t want
to just hire somebody to fill the
position; we want someone who
is right for the job.”
“The type of person we’re going to find for that position will
be someone who has extraordinary
references, who has extraordinary
care, the kind of personality, the
kind of demeanor that we want,”
Gocial said.

Middle Path: Christman honored
From page 1

which was a bit of a disappointment,” Stamp said. “The turnout
has been all over the place in the
past few years. We’re hopeful that
we’ll have more people this year; a
couple hundred would be great.”
According to Stamp, holding Middle Path Day the day
after Summer Sendoff is a bit of
a gamble. “It’s a calculated risk,”
Stamp said. “But there will be
more alumni, and we’ve done more
work to put it together. Students
will get to leave campus with a
party, but we also want to end the
year by leaving campus looking
beautiful.”
The planning for Middle Path
Day, which began at the start of
this semester, involved a com-

mittee of students, administrators
and faculty, including Professor of
Biology Siobhan Fennessy, Director
of New Student Orientation and
Community Programs Erin Ciarimboli and Gavin McGimpsey ’11.
According to a news release
from the Office of Alumni, this
year’s projects include “bulb and
tree planting , cleaning up trash
and picking up winter debris on
campus and around the village, and
raking errant gravel back within
the borders of Middle Path.” Many
local businesses are also joining
in; all “Middle Path” merchandise
at the Kenyon bookstore will be
discounted, where The Other Side
of Silence will be hosting book readings for children. Middle Path Day
headquarters, which will be located
in downtown Gambier, will feature

a check-in station for volunteers,
where projects will be assigned, as
well as refreshments and T-shirts.
Middle Path Day will also
serve as the end to the Week of
Sustainability, in which ECO
and other campus organizations
have undergone different projects
in order to increase awareness of
environmental and sustainability
issues on campus. Middle Path
Day, which arose in response to
the surge of environmental awareness in the early 1970s, is a way for
students to provide a tangible sign
of their commitment to the environment. According to Stamp, “the
key message of Middle Path Day is
to be good stewards of this beautiful campus, and to make sure we
leave it just as good—or preferably
better—as when we got here.”

Write for the Collegian.
E-mail collegian@kenyon.edu.


Outdoors Club provides fun in the sun
Thursday, April 23, 2009

By Erin Mershon
Staff Writer
The Kenyon College Outdoors
Club was founded by a few students
with a simple, shared belief: that
outdoor activity forges the strongest
bonds between people. The club
provides Kenyon students with the
chance to learn about, explore, and
appreciate the outdoors.
“We want to make the outdoors
as accessible as possible to students,”
club leader Alicia Johnston ’11 said.
“We want people to have the opportunity to get experience even if they
don’t have any yet, and to make the
outdoors more financially accessible.
We just want to meet new people and
take them camping.”
Charlie Baldwin ’09, Johnston,
Greg Rosenbaum ’10 , Sophie Tsairis
’11 and Dan Vargas ’11, this year’s club
leaders, meet regularly to plan trips.
The club itself has a distribution list of
over 150 members. Each of the leaders
is experienced in outdoors activity and
trained and certified by the KCOC to
lead the various trips the club offers
throughout the year. The leaders also
maintain a shed full of outdoors gear
available for rental to any student.
In the past, the club has offered
day hikes, canoe trips, snow-shoeing,
white water rafting, apple picking,
bonfires, biking, both indoor and
outdoor rock climbing, granolamaking and backpacking, as well as a
wilderness first aid course. Kenyon’s
central Ohio location offers a “hidden
beauty” that the club members are
quick to share with fellow students.
“Charlie and I co-led a canoe
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trip over fall break on the Kokos- in the wilderness.”
ing,” Johnston said. “I led about ten
“We are excited about pre-o
students, and we just enjoyed the and the support we are getting from
beautiful weather. We camped on the school,” Rosenbaum said. “We’re
an island, and we didn’t have to pack excited to work hand-in-hand with
anything since it was a shorter trip. It the school in the future.”
was great to explore the local area, too,
The KCOC hosted a leadership
since we don’t get much of a chance this past Sunday, April 19, in order
to do that.”
to offer a crash course in KCOC
“ T h e
weather makes
it hard,” Baldwin
said. “For four or
five months there
isn’t much we can
do. Students tend
to shy away from
trips in the dead
of winter when
there’s snow on
the ground.”
This year,
Ts a i r i s a n d
Rosenbaum
worked especially hard to add a
wilderness outing to Kenyon’s
pre-orientation KCOC kayaked down the Kokosing River in October.
opportunities for incoming freshman leadership. The group is in the pro[“Pre-Orientation Heads Outdoors”, cess of restructuring their club to
April 2, 2009]. The group will head to increase student involvement. The
Monongahela National Park in West five leaders currently plan and arrange
Virignia, where they will backpack everything.
for three or four days. They will then
“We want a core of four or five
drive to New River Gorge, also in leaders who have experience, who
West Virginia, to go rafting.
know how things work, are certified,
“Almost every school has a pro- and can lead a trip with us,” Johnston
gram like this,” Johnston said. “It won’t said. “We also want to have a larger
be as gritty and informal as our normal staff group of students who co-lead
trips, but it will bring first-years into trips as well. Although our funding
school in a new way. We want to get to this year was fantastic, five of us can’t
know them, too. You bond a lot more lead a trip every weekend. We want

Luke Brandfon ’10

Features

to be able to split it up and delegate
more, and we want to get younger
students involved.”
The KCOC trip over Spring
break proved how many of those
younger students want to be involved.
The trip to Death Valley National
Park in California was so popular
that the leaders had refund the fee for
24 students who
planned to join the
hike.
“We had been
advertising a big
trip all year and
fundraising, which
helped publicize
it,” Tsairis said.
“This is the first
trip to Death Valley, and the first
trip destination to
which the KCOC
flew. It was ridiculously cheap for a
trip that included
round trip flights,
transportation to
lindsay means
and from CMH, a
shuttle from Las Vegas Airport to the
park and free gear rental and food.”
The group of 21 students split
into two groups, the first led by
Baldwin, Rosenbaum and Tsairis, and
the second by Johnston and Vargas.
Vargas planned the route so the two
groups could follow the same loop in
opposite directions and meet up in
the middle.
“The trip was amazing,” Johnston said. “But we definitely ran into
some situations that were more challenging than expected. Navigation

in canyons was more difficult than
we had thought, and the route the
ranger approved for us was faulty. But
Group B had an amazing time. We had
a fantastic group and had fun getting
to know each other.”
The trip was not entirely carefree,
however. The group led by Baldwin,
Rosenbaum and Tsairis was faced
with a slight water shortage and forced
to turn back to their original water
source, since they could not find safe
entry into the canyon with the second
source.
“After not being able to find a
safe passage into Dead Horse Canyon,
which has been a reliable source of
water for decades, we were forced to
turn around and hike back to where
we had come from in Cottonwood
Canyon, where we knew for sure there
was water,” Rosenbaum said.
“In challenging circumstances,
every individual stepped up, exhibiting remarkable inner strength and
resolve,” Baldwin said.
“Our group grew really close
through the challenges we faced. Everyone had such a positive attitude,”
Tsairis said.
For new students who want to
get involved, the group has a motto
stolen from, appropriately, a sporting
goods company: “just do it.”
“Participation in our programs is
really important for becoming a leader,
and it also shows the school that there
is a lot of interest in this club and in
keeping it going,” Rosenbaum said.
“Any trip, as long as you have
sunshine and new people, is going
to be awesome,” Johnston said.
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Visiting Professor of French Professor of Psychology

Holden Rasche ’10
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Oakland Athletics
originate?

Philadelphia

Philadelphia

St. Louis
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In what country was
coffee first cultivated?

Ethiopia
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The United States
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Nashville

Nashville
Disney Show (.5)

Mickey Mouse
Club
LOTR: Return of
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The Grand ‘Ole Opry
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in which US city?
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which TV show?
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Something Disney (.5)

Gone with the Wind

Lord of the Rings: Return
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One and a half.
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many letters as possible each week subject to
space, interest and appropriateness. Members
of the editorial board reserve the right to reject
any submission. The views expressed in the
paper do not necesassarily reflect the views of
Kenyon College.

by Leslie Parsons
Editor-in-Chief
Dear Kenyon Community,
It has become tradition that
seniors publish a culminating personal piece about their experiences at Kenyon. As this will be my
final issue as the editor-in-chief
of The Kenyon
Collegian, I was
c o mp e l l e d t o
maintain that
trad ition and
put my final
thoughts about
life at Kenyon
into words.
I’ve found that
this tradition
of ten encoura g es some inflammator y, dwelling or sentimental pieces. I don’t consider
my preferred writing any of those
three things, and I don’t seek to
publish such a piece as my final
goodbye to Kenyon and to the
paper I’ve come to love. It was in
this train of thought that I, ironically enough, decided what topic I
wanted to address: tradition.
It’s a word heard on this campus too often, especially during
this time of year when we look
back on the academic year and
honor this place and that time
with our ceremonies. We do
many things here because they
have been done in the past, from
walking down Middle Path for our
opening convocation to having
our diplomas delivered in Latin
at graduation. As much as I appreciated that first introduction
to campus, and as much as I look
forward to receiving my Artium
Baccalaurei, I think that there are
some traditions at Kenyon that are
only observed for the simple fact
that they are traditions, and that
we as community members should
consider whether or not we would
behave in these “traditional” ways
if we didn’t feel as though we
were obligated by those who came
before us.
Already some of our “traditions” are being reconsidered. At
the beginning of this year, students were told via a campus-wide
e-mail that heckling would not
be permitted at First-Year Sing.
While there were students who insisted that this Kenyon tradition
should not be altered, many more
were able to look past that claim
to see that the type of heckling
that occurred at First-Year Sing
was uninviting and not the mes-

sage the student body wanted to
send to first-year students.
Currently, we are faced with
another outdated tradition that
needs to be done away with. I
think that Middle Path needs
to be paved. For too long , we
have been sending a message to
students with mobility problems
that we are not accommodating.
Middle Path is a muddy, slippery
mess in the rain and a giant sheet
of treacherous ice in the snow.
Still the path remains unpaved
because of tradition, because it has
been around ever since one needed a way to get from Old Kenyon
to Bexley Hall. It was fine for its
day, but we are in the 21st centur y, and it’s
time that we
embrace what
advancements
in technolog y
have provided
us and pave
that central
arter y of our
campus.
The allstudent e-mail
is another
proud trad ition that Kenyon
boasts. It is a fabled means of discussion for prospective students
who are told of its powers—how
students use it to find rides to
the airport, retrieve lost keys and
share fun Web sites. What I’ve
found throug h subscribing to
the all-stu for most of my time at
Kenyon is that the “tradition” of
all-stu has transformed into an
inappropriate means of communication. It has allowed opinionated
students a venue for airing their
grievances, sometimes without
thoughtful consideration. The
facelessness of
the all-stu has
provide d students a way to
speak without
accountability
and without
purpose. If we
stop a llowing
students to email all of their
fellow subscribi n g s t u d ent s ,
we will make way for new, more
effective means of communication
on campus issues, which will bring
about more fruitful discussions
and hopefully actual change on
the campus. It isn’t enough to
hide behind our words and believe
that just expressing our opinions
about what ails this campus is sufficient. We have to come out from
behind the computers and act, and
doing away with the tradition of
the all-stu will force this necessary action.
All of these traditions have
fostered in many students a great
sense of entitlement. Many Kenyon students do feel great entitlement because of these traditions,

[T]here are some
traditions at
Kenyon that are
observed for the
simple fact that
they are traditions

and when that tradition is taken
from them, they respond with a
hostility that suggests that they
felt that they were owed something, but they weren’t. We aren’t
owed the right to party irresponsibly. We aren’t owed the right to
division housing. We aren’t owed
anything that wasn’t covered by
tuition. But still this sense of
what we are owed persists, and it
carries over into the mistreatment
of faculty, administrators, staff
members and even student organization leaders who try to maintain
those traditions to which students
have become so accustomed. My
hope is that those mistreated
realize that the traditions are
unfounded, and that those doing
the mistreating realize the tenuous nature of their traditions and
give due respect to those who have
treated us so well. Without the
necessary respect, something is
bound to give, and those who have
catered to the traditions simply
won’t any longer.
I wouldn’t suggest, however,
that we do away with all of our
traditions. I don’t want Kenyon
to become a place without character, or a place without some ties
to the past of this institution. I
do think, however, that we need
to consider the harm of a given
tradition and whether or not it
outweig hs the benefits of the
sense of belonging and pride that
traditions can foster.
I also think that we should
focus on what traditions we’d
like to create. Let’s pave Middle
Path and make a tradition of being
accommodating to people who
mig ht other wise have trouble
getting around on campus. Let’s
replace the all-stu with a regular
community forum where our
discontents can
be heard and
we can mobil i z e t o ma ke
the change we
want for this
campus. Let’s
do away with
these feelings
of entitlement
and be thankful for all that we have as students here and work to preserve
those things that we love about
Kenyon.
We owe noth ing but our
best to those who came before
us. Don’t let those looming collegiate gothic buildings allow you
to believe otherwise. To be our
best is the greatest way to honor
our past, and to be our best we
should eliminate that which holds
us back, even those “traditions.”

[W]e need to
consider the harm
of a given tradition
and whether or not
it outweighs the
benefits

With My Best,
Leslie Parsons
Editor-in-Chief and Proud
Sing le Mother of The Kenyon
Collegian

Housing
process less
stressful than
it seems
It is a common experience on
the Kenyon campus, around the
time of the housing lottery, to witness countless Facebook statuses
complaining about or celebrating
number assignments and to overhear hushed conversations
about hopeless prospects
for next year’s housing on
Middle Path, in MiddleGround and across the
aisles as classes are about
to begin. While we at the
Collegian understand that
the lottery is a trying experience for everyone involved,
we would like to remind
the College as a whole that
the actual experience of the
following year’s housing
situation rarely lives up to the stress
of the week or two surrounding the
housing lottery.
Understandably, there are
dorms and apartments on campus
that are considered far more desirable than others. Due to its status as
both a first-year residence hall and
an upperclass residence hall, Mather
Residence finds itself especially far
down the list of places one could
want to live—and, of course, who
would turn down the opportunity
to live in one of the Taft Apartments? When students fear their
future prospects, juxtaposed with
tentative hope about those possibilities, it leads to the kind of catastrophizing that they find so tempting
around this time of year.
The outcome, however, is almost never as bad as one might fear.
Even the most supposedly dire of
housing situations can be made out
to be better than it initially seems.
Landing in Mather as a sophomore
might bring the bulk of one’s friends
along for the ride, and being housed
in Bushnell or Manning at the very
least allows one to easily access the
rest of South campus. Even summer
housing, the fate of those who find
themselves unable to secure housing during the lottery itself, usually
turns out to be a blessing in disguise.
As Assistant Dean of Students for
Housing and Residential Life Alicia Dugas has said, those who are
contacted over the summer about
their housing are normally elated
about their assignments rather
than disappointed (“Housing lottery considered successful despite
problems,” April 23, 2009).
We do not mean to suggest that
complaints about legitimate difficulties during the housing lottery
are invalid. Instead, we would like
to point out that most Kenyon students will find themselves ultimately
satisfied with their housing once the
year begins, even with the hassle
of the housing lottery, and that it
might be wise to keep that in mind
despite the temptation to succumb
to hysteria and anxiety.
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Milk no longer does a body good
by Emma stendig
Staff Writer
The Duff Street Apartments,
also known as the Milk Cartons or
just Milks, are a cesspool. Let’s not
lie to ourselves. But there are some
cesspools in life that are necessary,
and at Kenyon College, this might
be one of them. And while many
administrative questions arise from
the prohibition of living off-campus, I look not to address those
nonsensical decisions or the inevitable housing crisis. But rather,
while those incoming first-years
have no place to live and find themselves taking up residence in newly
adjoined carrels in the library, what
will their lives be like without Milk
Cartons? I’ll aim to focus on some

key experiences. For once, I look
not to take a stand on this issue. I
am conflicted as to whether or not
it’s a good thing that couches will
stop burning and first-years will
stop getting confused about if the
one closest to the hill is number one
or number ten. I’m not sure what
it will mean for the social scene,
and I dare not speculate about a
world where the only parties are at
New Apts. I would simply like to
pay tribute to the only off-campus
housing that I have known and will
ever know.
Let’s first address the loss of
walking up and down “the hill.”
No one likes the Milk Cartons
hill, stretching from the bottom
of the last Milk Carton to the
top of Acland Street. It could be
considered one of the worst safety
hazards in Gambier, and I still don’t
understand how or why people
thought it would be a great idea to
scale this monstrosity of branches
and rocks night in and night out,
but this insidious hill is a hallmark
of Kenyon. How many times have
you seen that unfortunate first-year

get rocked by the hill? Too many
beers and probably some sort of
fratty fight and they’ve found the
need to leave. Staggering up the
hill, they probably get halfway and
drunkenly stub their toe, sending
their Rainbow sandal plunging to
the bottom. Everyone loves watching as said amateur tries to grab
onto branches that snap as they
walk back down to retrieve their
inevitably mud-covered footwear.
Also, climbing up and down might
be the most exercise a significant
percent of the student body gets in
a given week. Losing the hill means
the loss of toned legs and bulging
biceps … another unforeseen consequence of eliminating dairy from
the Kenyon College diet.
Milks offer a place off-campus
for people to attend parties. Not
only is there little to no consequence for ruining property, but
there is also no need to fear lurking
narcs and administrators who hide
in the shadows during Old Kenyon
parties. Going to a party at Milk
Cartons is like going to the circus.
You can watch as all the circus

freaks go about their daily business, you can throw popcorn and
yell obscene things and, if so compelled, you can join in. The lights
are dimmed lower than at a regular
on-campus party, and sometimes
there is even a blacklight! The
blacklight does a great job at highlighting the unacceptable amount
of bodily fluids exchanged at any
party. The music can be as loud as
it wants and continue to play well
after 2:00 a.m. Party monitors at
Milk Cartons are only those friends
who have been put on alert that
their other friends are going to get
very drunk and might need to be
saved from an embarrassing display.
Yet embarrassing displays at Milk
Cartons happen still.
Girls dance on tables and
sometimes it’s all in good fun and
sometimes it’s one of those incidents that is so incredibly embarrassing that you ache with secondhand embarrassment but can’t help
but watch. Her hair is disheveled
and the beer in her hand continuously spills with each arrhythmic
gyration. There is probably some



guy out on the dance floor that she
is trying to impress and chances are
that while most people are not attracted, he is just as drunk as she is
and ready to pounce as soon as she
falls off the table. They will nastily
rub up against one another alongside at least two other mirroring
couples. Eventually the radiating
heat of so many bodies cramped
into a house with no ventilation will
take its toll and they will pair off
and leave. Leaving can sometimes
mean stumbling up the hill arm-inarm, or simply walking up the stairs.
The next morning , her friends
will walk by Milk Cartons in faint
hope that they will be able to find
their lost friend by her imaginary
“missing” picture projected on the
side of the carton where she spent
the night.
Depending on who you are and
how you spend your time at Kenyon, next year without this housing
option will either be a cause for celebration or sorrow. But, the reality
is that the social scene at Kenyon
will be altered indefinitely by the
removal of these spoiled Milks.

Everybody’s working for the weekend

by Tom Geiger
Guest Columnist
The other day I was both disgusted
and offended when I overheard two individuals discussing their plans for Sendoff
this coming Saturday. The conversation
went approximately as follows:
Girl 1: Oh man, did you know that
Sendoff is this weekend?
Girl 2: Yeah, I wish I could go out
but I’ve got soooo much work.
Girl 1: Same-sies! My three-page
paper for Quest is gonna be such a pain
in the you-know-what!
Girl 2: OMG, that’s quite the assignment! Why haven’t you started it yet?
Girl 1: Don’t rub it in, I feel bad
enough as it is! We still on for “Gossip
Girl” at 9?
Girl 2: Uh, yeah!
I may be going out on a limb here,
but I truly believe that not one student in
the history of Kenyon College has ever
had so much work that he or she cannot
take part in Summer Sendoff. There is
no possible way that an individual could
have so much work in a given semester
that a single day off would seriously hurt
his or her GPA. In fact, it’s pretty safe to
say that it is virtually impossible to affect
your academic future in any way at all by
Sending Off, just so long as you bother
to think ahead. For example, you might
have a very important presentation and

paper due this coming Monday (both
presumably assigned by Professor Funkill,
who has a Ph. D in Lameology). Now I
know this may sound kind of crazy, but
you can actually start doing your work
ahead of time (see: right now, later on
today, tomorrow morning). Or better
yet, you could try using Sunday as another
work day. My point is that there are many
possible options that you can choose from
which will still allow you to thoroughly
enjoy some sunny, 80-degree weather
with 1,600 of your fellow peers. To be
frank, if you ever claim to have too much
homework to be outside on Sendoff, you
are either lousy at managing your time, or
you are a really bad liar and an obnoxious
one at that.
It really is beyond my understanding
why someone would not want to be out
on Sendoff. The College is essentially
saying, “Please, students, take advantage
of us. We won’t even look your way when
you’re drinking, even if you do it out of a
wiffleball bat, spin around in circles and
try to hit the beer can afterwards.” I’m
not suggesting that everyone should be
hammered, or should even be drinking at
all for that matter, but why would you not
want to spend an entire day in some way
celebrating the end of all your hard work?
There is an abundance of incredibly fun
things to do on Sendoff, and if you don’t
like fun things, you could at least try to
socialize with other human beings instead
of working in solitude all day long (assuming the library is otherwise abandoned as
it should be).
Some parties aren’t for everyone.
I can see how Phling might be boring if
you don’t like to dance, how cross-dressers
might scare you off from the Deb Ball, or
how Shock Your Momma might not be
the most thrilling event if you’re offended
by seeing an elephant’s face painted on
someone’s genitals. These are all good

excuses not to attend these events. But
let’s face it: there is something to do for
everyone this Saturday, whether it’s having a picnic, playing on a giant inflated
castle or watching the first season of
“Gossip Girl” outside on your laptop.
I need not explain that Sendoff will be
fun; any upperclassman could explain
this point ad nauseam.
Anyway, I write this article not to
inform people that Sendoff is, in fact, fun,
but in response to the aforementioned
conversation that I overheard (as exag-

gerated as it may be). Everyone deserves
to have a good time this weekend, and
perhaps more importantly, a day off from
working—especially if you’re a senior.
I’ll conclude with this: you can
tell your friends that you’re too busy for
Sendoff if you want. Maybe you did
forget about a crucial test coming up
next Monday, and if that is the case, then
I urge you to get started on it right now.
By doing schoolwork on Saturday, you’ll
just be missing out on an event that the
school graciously spent thousands and

Sendoff ’09 by Kyle Toot

thousands of dollars on for us to enjoy.
You’ll also be left knowing that all your
friends are having a really great time while
you’re unnecessarily punishing yourself.
Yes, if you truly and deeply loathe Summer Sendoff then you probably shouldn’t
participate. While I doubt this is actually
the case for anyone, I suppose working
would be an acceptable thing to do in this
situation. Otherwise, I look forward to
spending a day relaxing with you all, and
perhaps hitting a few Keystone-sponsored
dingers as well.
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Ibsen adaptation “Nora” offers solid performances
By Ben McMillan
Staff Wrtier
Adapted by Ingmar Bergman
from Henrik Ibsen’s 1879 play “A Doll’s
House,” “Nora” portrays a startlingly
modern idea of familial relationships
and politics. Recent movies such as
“Revolutionary Road” and, to a certain
extent, “American Beauty,” deal with
incredibly similar themes, the former
of which seems to almost be a direct
interpretation of Ibsen’s novel.
The plot of “Nora” surrounds
the eponymous main character and
several other characters who come and
go throughout the play. In an effort to
save her husband’s life, Nora borrows
money from a lawyer and forges a
signature in doing so. This seemingly
small crime comes back to haunt her and
her husband when the lawyer uses the
forged signature as a form of blackmail.
After the dust settles, Nora realizes that
what she considers to be her marriage is
not, in fact, based on what she believes
it should be.
The notes from the playbill end
with the ominous summation: “‘A Doll’s
House’ was a forerunner to many works

Katie Duennebier ’10 as Nora and Will Bainton ’10 as her husband Helmer share a moment in “Nora.”

that would further illuminate the plight
of women living in houses too small to
hold their dreams.” Although this may
have indeed been Ibsen’s initial intention, “Nora” seemed instead to portray
a woman so caught up in the romantic
idea of what her life should be that when
these luxuries were seemingly taken
away, she saw more deeply into what

her life had become. Now faced with a
shallow life and marriage, Nora decides
to take matters into her own hands,
leaving the position of trophy wife and
mother behind for an uncertain future.
The acting in “Nora” was welldone, as has come to be expected from
Kenyon College dramatic performances.
While Katie Duennebier ’10 and Will
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Bainton ’10, who played Nora and her
husband Helmer, respectively, were
both good, the supporting characters
seemed to shine more. Angela Coleman ’12 seemed to truly inhabit her
character, Mrs. Linde, a woman caught
between helping an old friend, Nora,
and still remaining an ethical and moral
person. Both onstage frequently, Matt

Crowley ’11 and Will Arbery ’11 gave
great performances. Motivated by opposite forces, their respective characters,
Krogstad and Doctor Rank, play a large
role in Nora’s heartache.
Technically, the play was less
impressive. The location—Peirce
Lounge—hardly added anything to
the performance or helped the actors.
If anything, the space detracted from
the overall show. As there was no way
to adjust the lighting, the entire room
was illuminated for the whole play, allowing the audience to see the running
crew the entire time, which sometimes
proved to be distracting. Having said
that, the director, Kate Kremer ’11,
found interesting ways of dealing with
some of the space’s problems. Working
with no backstage or any offstage area
at all, the actors who were not participating in scenes sat at the rear of the
room, behind the current scene, reading
newspapers—an interesting choice that
seemed to echo the chorus of ancient
Greek plays.
Ultimately, the acting and directing of “Nora” were great, but the lack
of a good space detracted from the
performance.

Music ensembles to Brouws exhibits photography in Olin
give year-end concerts
By BOB DORFF
Staff Writer

With the school year drawing
to a close, the Kenyon College Music
Department will offer several concerts
that showcase talent on the Hill.
The fun begins on Sunday, April
26 at 8:00 p.m. in Rosse Hall Auditorium with a performance from the Knox
County Symphony that will feature the
Kenyon Community Choir. Led by
Professor of Music Benjamin Locke,
the groups will perform excerpts from
Mendelssohn’s oratorio “Elijah”—a
fitting choice, as 2009 marks the 200th
anniversary of Mendelssohn’s birth.
“Some students often discover that
the music of Mendelssohn, or Verdi,
or Mozart is occasionally used in mass
media, both for advertising and for
dramatic impact in films; we give the
original context of this music,” Locke
said. This performance will feature Associate Professor of Drama Jonathan
Tazewell as Elijah, and the remaining
solos will be performed by Kenyon
students and alumni.
“If you haven’t ever attended a classical music concert before, you should
attend this concert,” Locke said. “The
music is quite dramatic, and you will
hear Elijah taunting the entire chorus
for their misguided beliefs in a fertility god.”
The five-person Kenyon College
String Ensemble will put on a significantly smaller show the next day, Monday, April 27, at 7:00 p.m. in the Brandi
Recital Hall. Led by Adjunct Instructor
of Music Luis Biava, the group will play
Schubert’s “Trout” quintet.
“I am very proud of this ensemble
for their hard work and dedication
as well as their musicality,” Biava said.

In a testament to that hard work, this
represents the first full performance of
this famous piece at Kenyon.
On Tuesday, April 28 at 7:00
p.m., Brandi Recital Hall will host the
Kenyon College Saxophone Ensemble.
The Ensemble was formed last semester
by Adjunct Instructor of Music Antoine
Clark, who promises that listeners will
experience “music from the Romantic
era, the Baroque, Latin music, classically
influenced music and jazz.” A program
for the group’s performance explains
that song choices “highlight the lyrical
and technical abilities of the saxophone
as well as its ability to perform in many
different styles.”
The week’s final performance
will bring listeners back to Rosse Hall
Auditorium where the Kenyon College
Percussion Ensemble will perform at
7:00 p.m. The group’s leader, Adjunct
Instructor of Percussion Cary Dachtyl,
explained the Ensemble’s purpose,
saying, “Percussion parts in orchestra
and wind ensembles as a rule tend to
be coloristic and usually not very challenging. The music [we play] is usually
a challenge and gives the performer a
chance to play a central role in the
music rather than a supportive role.”
The pieces played by the group will
feature a wide variety of styles, ranging from instrumental works to more
recent pieces with what Dachtyl calls
“a hip-hop feel.”
No matter what sort of music
you enjoy, the coming week is sure to
offer something of interest from one
of Kenyon’s many musical groups.
Whether you attend a performance as
a way to relieve pre-finals stress or as a
sign of support for your fellow students,
Dachtyl suggests that you bring a friend.
“We’d love to play for a crowd.”

“Franchised Landscape #47” from Jeff Brouws’ show “Approaching Nowhere” in Olin Art Gallery.

By phoebe hillemann
A&E Editor
The informational postcards
advertising Jeff Brouws’ upcoming
Olin Art Gallery show feature a
striking photograph. Depicted is a
stark, rural landscape—a pastoral
scene of flat, green plains and a
vast, open sky—interrupted only
by the monumental tower of a
McDonald’s sign. Is it meant to be
chilling ? Humorous? Representative of man’ inevitable isolation
and insignificance in the face
of an ever-expanding consumer
culture?
The photo g raph, entitle d
“ Fran c h i s e d L an d s cap e # 4 7 ,”
is one of se vera l works b eing
exhibited in Brouws’ show, “Approaching Nowhere,” which opens
Thursday, April 23 in the Olin Art
Gallery. Brouws’ has taken on as
his mission the documentation of
America’s cultural landscape—the
manmade landmarks we take for
granted: strip malls, highways, gas
stations and the like—and endows
them with a sense of the sublime.

There is a certain haunting beauty
to his images of abandoned neighborhoods and shuttered factories,
yet they are often tempered with
a trace of irony.
“His work really grows out of
a real concern for the American
landscape and what we’re doing
to it,” Director of the Olin Art
Gallery Dan Younger said. “In his
most recent work, he’s focused on
the decay of the inner-city.”
In Brouws’ wall-text accompanying the show, he writes, “I
sought to document these places
before they were bulldozed into
modernization—eradicated by
capitalism’s cyclical habit of ‘creative destruction’.”
Brouws’ work stems from
a tradition of American street
photography epitomized by artists such as Walker Evans, who
was commissioned by the Farm
Security Administration (FSA) to
document the effects of the Great
Depression on rural America ,
primarily in the South.
Like Evans, Brouws’ work has
an intrinsic socio-economic and
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political commentary. His images
of once-booming businesses and
factories in cities like Detroit,
Ch ica g o and Cle veland , now
run-down and forgotten, should
ignite thoug ht and discussion
about current economic concerns
including unemployment, deindustrialization and the decline of
small businesses.
Brouws, who is orig inally
from San Francisco, was brought
to Kenyon at the suggestion of Associate Professor of Art Marcella
Hackbardt, an acquaintance of
Brouws. The exhibition has been
made possible, in part, by support
from the Mesaros Fund for Art.
“He’s a great guy,” Younger
said. “He has been a pleasure to
work with.”
“Approaching Nowhere” will
b e exhibite d in the Olin Ar t
Galler y from Thursday, April
23 throug h Saturday, May 30.
Brouws will be giving an artist
talk on Thursday, April 23 at 7:30
p.m. in Olin Auditorium, with a
reception to follow in the Olin
Art Gallery.
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Surreal “Rag and Bone” finds humor in the bizarre

brothers, Jeff ( Jack Dwyer ’12) and
George (Bryan Kurtzman ’12), who
own a ladder store, which is a front
for black market hearts,” Crowley
said. In the bizarre world of the play,
hearts are stolen and then sold to

those who are unable to feel as others do. “George steals the heart of a
poet (Reed Stokes ’11), who wanders around and befriends a hooker
(Emma Farnsworth ’11). They sell
the heart to a millionaire (Amanda

Martin ’12) who can’t feel anything.”
Other characters are T-Bone ( Jack
McKean ’12) as a pimp and Caroline
Lindy ’12 as Customer/Waiter.
“The characters inhabit a zany,
cartoonish world and are themselves

pretty outlandish, but they have real
thoughts and feelings,” Crowley said.
“The play deals generally with interactions between people and how
people change, and specifically with
the relationship between mothers
and children.”
“Rag and Bone” is a very strange
play, and contains many rapid scene
changes that are especially difficult
to pull off in the confined area of the
Black Box Theater. “A big challenge
has been … using the limitations of
the Black Box as a strength rather
than a weakness,” Crowley said. On
the whole, he feels positive about
his production, especially his cast.
“They’ll do a good job. I’ve been
fortunate to have a cast like this,”
he said.
“Rag and Bone” will be performed Tuesday, April 28 and
Wednesday, April 29 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Black Box Theater.

camera is not about what’s going
on in front of you, it’s about how
you create the image,” Buckner
Unlike the other drama ma- said. “You have to be meticulous
jors at Kenyon, Julie Buckner ’09 about everything that will be on
and Owen Murphy ’09 decided camera, and continuity is the most
not to act in, write or perform difficult part, especially when you
a play for their senior exercises. have a bigger scene.” Although
Instead, Buckner and Murphy Buckner noticed a continuity ertook their own route and each ror in the curtain placement in her
directed and produced a short film, the hardest part of the projfilm to be screened this weekend. ect for both Murphy and Buckner
In typical Kenyon fashion, the two was the organization.
collaborated on each other’s films;
“It’s hard to org an ize a l l
Buckner acted
the schedules
as the assistant
to make things
director for
work,” Buckner
Murphy’s film
said. “Our casts
and he, in turn,
were both really
acted as hers.
cooperative, and
Bu c kn er ’s
they’ve been refilm “Sweet and
ally great to
Twenty,” origiwork with, espenally by playcially when bad
w r i g h t Fl o y d
weather meant
Dell, follows
-Julie Buckner ’09 t h i n g s h a d t o
two young inbe canceled last
d ividua ls and
minute. They
their romance. “ They run into were great about rescheduling
each other touring a house, and things.”
then they deal with the issue of
“My play was set in many difmarriage in the twenties,” Buckner ferent locations, including cars,
said. The two main characters will and we’ve had a lot of trouble
be played by Meredith Tyma ’11 keeping track of those cars,” Murand Forde Kay ’11, with Walter phy sa id. “ Two of them have
Kartman ’11 and Dayne Buchan- broken down, and my roommate
nan ’08 in supplementary roles.
took hers back to Indiana, so if I
Murphy’s film “One in a Bil- don’t have enough footage in those
lion,” on the other hand, follows shots, I’m screwed.”
two corrupt detectives who hold
“It’s been a really long proa heroin addict for ransom. “His cess,” Buckner said. “In the themovie is the complete opposite ater, you’re making your own
of mine. Mine’s a 1920s romantic environment on the stage. With
comedy, while Owen’s is a contem- film, you have to manipulate the
porary symbolic piece,” Buckner environment around you. I have
said. The film stars Kyle Toot ’10 footage with piano on it because
and Caleb Ruopp ’09 as the detec- the Chasers were rehearsing above
tives, with Saul Nathan-Kazis ’11, one of my sets.”
Patrick Kanaley ’11, Sara Nash ’11
Though the films were not
and Tila Neguse ’09 as supporting easy to create, both filmmakers are
characters.
excited to see the finished projects.
Thoug h after at least two “The most rewarding part is being
months of work the films are now able to have an actual DVD of
in the final stages of production, something you worked on extenthe route has not been easy. “The sively,” Buckner said. “It’s been a

huge learning experience.”
For Buckner and Murphy, the
people they most want to thank are
each other. “It’s been really great
to have someone who’s always there
for you,” Murphy said.
“I could a lways count on
Owen to help me,” Buckner said.
“You need at least one person to
be on your crew, and we can always
count on each other.”
Buckner, who has known she
wanted to concentrate in film since
she declared her major, jumped at
the chance to begin her senior exercise. “I knew I wanted to do this
from the very beginning. I picked
my drama major because I wanted

to have the opportunity to do film
as a senior,” Buckner said. Murphy,
on the other hand, returned from a
year abroad in Spain with no ideas
about his senior exercise. “It just
sort of happened for me,” Murphy
said. “I came back and [Associate
Professor of Drama Jonathan]
Tazewell had suggested it to me,
and I went from there. I am glad
I did it. It was a great learning
experience.”
After Kenyon, Buckner plans
to enter the film industr y as a
film editor. Murphy, a Spanish
and drama double major, has not
decided what career he will follow, but he is planning to go into

international marketing.
Both students agree that they
owe much of their success to
Kenyon’s drama department and
Tazewell. “Professor Tazewell has
been really cooperative in and
out of his office,” Buckner said. “I
learned a lot in the department,
but they are a little shy on film
courses. There’s only one person to
go to. [Tazewell] is there for you,
but he’s the only one. They might
need more professors involved in
film, but they teach theater ridiculously well.”
The films will be screened
Friday at 6:30 p.m. in the KAC
Theatre.

By Noah Heinreich
Staff Writer
This Tuesday and Wednesday,
the Gambier Repertory Ensemble
Actors Theater (GREAT) will be
showing a production of “Rag and
Bone,” a surreal comedy by Noah
Haidle. Directed by Matt Crowley
’11 and stage-managed by Alyssa
White ’12, the production will be
shown in the Black Box Theater.
“Rag and Bone” begins with the
end of a poem by William Butler
Yeats called “The Circus Animal’s
Desertion,” which reads: “Old iron,
old bones, old rags, that raving slut
/ Who keeps the till. Now that my
ladder’s gone, / I must lie down
where all the ladders start / In the
foul rag and bone shop of the heart.”
This section of verse sums up a great
deal of the play.
“‘Rag and Bone’ is about two

Jack Dwyer ’12 and Bryan Kurtzman ’12 as brothers Jeff and George in “Rag and Bone.”

wesley keyser

Buckner and Murphy to screen senior thesis films
By Erin Mershon
Staff Writer

The camera is not
about what’s going
on in front of you,
it’s about how you
create the image

KFS Previews

“Trainspotting” (1996)
Friday, April 24
7:30 p.m., KAC Theater
Trainspotting (noun): the hobby of watching trains and noting their serial numbers, usu. for long periods
of time; by extension, any hobby or obsession with a trivial pursuit.
Five young lads in Edinburgh seek to escape the dull, stifling, sickening yuppie culture around them through
the wonderful drug of heroin. There’s the shy junkie, Spud (Ewan Bremner); the Sean Connery-obsessed con
artist, Sick Boy ( Jonny Lee Miller); the clean-cut Tommy (Kevin McKidd); the psychotic Begbie (Robert
Carlyle); and finally, our trusty narrator who sees a way out, Renton (Ewan McGregor). Working from Irvine
Welsh’s 1993 cult novel, director Danny Boyle made a name for himself with his kinetic direction of this funny,
violent and visually-stunning hit from the summer of ’96.
Early in the story, Renton tries to articulate the euphoric experience heroin provides: “Take the best orgasm
you’ve ever had, multiply by 1000 and you’re still nowhere near it.” Though it might be a slight exaggeration, I’m
tempted to use the same words to describe the experience of watching this film.
“Pineapple Express” (2008)
Saturday, April 25
7:30 p.m., KAC Theater
A lazy court-process clerk and stoner, Dale Denton, ends up in the wrong place at the wrong time when he
witnesses a murder by a corrupt cop and a dangerous drug lord. Fleeing the scene, Dale panics and dumps the
rare brand of weed known only as “Pineapple Express.” He then runs to his even lazier dealer, Saul, to ask if the
stuff is rare enough to trace—and it is. What happens next involves a great deal of shooting, car chases, blood
and reefer. The always funny Seth Rogen teams up with James Franco in a role that you have neither seen him
play, nor imagined he would play, for the buddy comedy of 2008. Another summer hit involving drugs, violence
and comedy—who knew?

—Clay von Carlowitz
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Lords Lacrosse
Saturday, Apr. 25 at 1:00 p.m.
McBride Field
Lords host rival Denison University
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Lords Tennis
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Jasper Tennis Center
Lords host NCAC Championship
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Ladies lacrosse defeats two conference foes
By James Asimes
Staff Writer

After over a week off, the Kenyon
Ladies lacrosse team was ready to send a
message to the rest of the North Coast
Athletic Conference. Fresh off of two
tough conference losses, the Ladies came
out very strong against Oberlin and Allegheny Colleges, defeating both conference opponents handily with final scores
of 21-6 and 20-13, respectively. The
Ladies also defeated Trine University at
home this past Sunday by a final tally of
18-6. Kenyon now has a record of 10-3
on the season, 3-2 in the NCAC.
On Wednesday, April 15, the Ladies warmly welcomed the Oberlin Yeowomen to Mavec Field by jumping out to
an 8-0 lead by the 18:00 mark in the first
half en route to a 15-2 lead at halftime.
Kenyon dominated the first half on both
ends, holding Oberlin to only four shots
on the half while the Ladies tossed an incredible 30 shots at Oberlin’s goalkeeper.
Although Oberlin’s leading goal scorer
on the season, Taylor Fey ’09, netted
her second of three goals half a minute
into the first half, the Yeowomen never
closed the deficit to less than a dozen for
the remainder of the game.
Kenyon clearly overmatched the
winless Yeowomen by putting together
a complete team effort. Ten different
Ladies scored on the afternoon, highlighted by midfielder Liz Hancock ’10
leading the way with four goals and a trio
of Ladies—midfielder Jenny Fitzgerald
’11, midfielder Alicia Florin ’11 and
attacker Riley Roche ’11—each adding

three goals apiece, with Fitzgerald also
tallying an assist. Attacker and lead scorer
Jackie Shirreffs ’11 contributed two early
goals, as did midfielder Isabel Plourde
’10. Goalkeeper Casey McKone ’11 had
seven saves against the Yeowomen while
splitting time as goalkeeper.
Not resting on their laurels from a
few days prior, the Ladies welcomed the
Gators of Allegheny College to Mavec
Field on Saturday, April 18. The perennially tough Allegheny team was turned
away at the onset, as Kenyon built up a
6-0 lead in the first 11 minutes of the
first half, thanks in part to Shirreffs and
Hancock tossing in two goals apiece.
The Ladies went into halftime leading
10-4 due to a great first half effort by
goalkeeper Chase Kreuter ’10, who
stopped nine of 14 shots in the first
half, en route to saving 22 shots on the
afternoon. Kenyon and Allegheny traded
goals in the second half, as Kreuter played
a major role in sealing the victory as the
frantic Gators held a 28-15 advantage in
attempted shots in the second half. The
Ladies never led by less than five in the
second period as they took their conference record to 3-2 with a 20-13 win on
the afternoon.
Shirreffs shone for the Ladies on
the afternoon as she netted all eight of
her shot attempts. Hancock added four
goals of her own in the effort, while attacker Margaret Sherwood ’12 added
three goals and two assists for five points.
Florin scored twice and also dished out
two assists.
The Ladies took to Mavec Field
for a third time in five days this past

Joy Leaman ‘11 scored five goals in the Ladies 18-6 win Sunday.
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Sunday, April 19 to battle non-conference opponent Trine University. Kenyon
took the victory on the afternoon, 18-6,
using the same formula for success that
they have stuck with all year. The Ladies
dominated the first half, opening with a
7-0 run and leading Trine 11-3 after the
first half while outshooting the Thunder
by a tally of 20-11. On the season, the Ladies have outscored opponents 95-52 in
the first half, and they have outshot their
opponents 226-180. After going into
halftime with an eight-goal advantage,
the Ladies did not let Trine close the
deficit at all in the second half, cruising
to another victory at Mavec Field, where
they are 5-1 on the season.

On Sunday, midfielder Joy Leaman ’11 led the Ladies with five goals,
while Sherwood added four goals and
two assists. Shirreffs and attacker Abby
Westcott ’12 both tossed in two goals in
the effort. Over the past week, the Ladies
have gotten strong efforts from much of
their supporting cast, as attacker Emma
Stendig ’09, attacker Amelia Lavin ’11
and midfielder Katrina Renie ’11 each
had two goals in the past week. Attacker
Lucy Stoll ’11 and midfielder Meghan
Henshall ’12 each scored once as well.
“We’re doing really well in the
NCAC,” Fitzgerald said. “I’m really
proud of the way we’ve played. I really
want to beat Wittenberg [University].

Kreuter agreed, saying, “If we win against
Wittenberg we hopefully would get to
host our first conference tournament
game and it looks good for us to do
so.” The Ladies have already locked up
a conference tournament spot, and
look to secure a home game in the first
round of the tournament Wednesday
night against Wittenberg. The Ladies
will complete their regular season this
Saturday, April 25 at 1:00 p.m. against
non-conference opponent Notre Dame
College at Mavec Field.
Editoral Note: The Ladies lacrosse
game against Wittenberg was not completed by time of printing. Results can be
found on www.kenyon.edu.

two best players respectively, led the
way for their team. After winning at first
doubles, the two each garnered straight
set wins in singles. The Ladies beat the
Gators in rather effortless fashion, 7-2.
Although their match against Oberlin
would prove to be slightly more chal-

lenging, the Ladies still found a way
to win. After taking two out of three
doubles matches, the Ladies never let the
Yeowomen have a chance to come back,
and they ultimately won 6-3. When
asked about how the Ladies could fare
in the upcoming NCAC tournament,

Thielke said: “I believe we have the
ability to make it to the finals. It won’t
be easy, but I feel we should be there. If
we catch Denison looking ahead or not
focused we could knock them off. For
now we will take the tournament one
match at a time.”

Lords and Ladies tennis continue winning ways
By Mark Motheral
Staff Writer

There are massacres, and then
there is what the Kenyon Lords tennis
team did to the Denison University Big
Red last Wednesday. The Lords, currently ranked as the eighth best team in
Division III, dismantled their fiercest
in-conference rivals and refused to surrender a single set along the way.
Kenyon began to dominate right
from the start by sweeping doubles.
Tomas Piskacek ’11 and Jeremy Polster ’11 were the first pair off court
after thrashing Denison’s third doubles
team of Matt McErlean ’12 and Tim
Martin ’12, 8-3. The Lords’ second
doubles team, Josh Stiles ’12 and Daniel
Becker ’09, was the next to finish. Even
though this was their first time playing
together, the first year-senior duo easily
defeated Nate Hobrath ’11 and Tyler
Cempre ’12, 8-4. At first doubles, Mike
Greenberg ’10 and Will VandenBerg
’10, the fourth-ranked doubles team in
the central region, faced a slightly stiffer
challenge than their teammates against
the eighth-ranked team in the central
region, Jordan Buehler ’09 and James Davis ’09. Although their opponents were
formidable, Greenberg and VandenBerg
triumphed with relative ease, 8-5.
The Lords continued to chew up
the Big Red in singles. Greenberg and

Piskacek quickly clinched the match for
Kenyon, making winning look effortless
at first and second singles. Greenberg
drubbed Buehler, 6-1, 6-1, while Piskacek beat down Davis with an identical
score. With the match already decided,
the only accomplishment remaining
for the Lords left on the court was to
preserve the shut-out. They did just that,
making the final score 9-0. “I really was
surprised that we played so well,” Head
Coach Scott Thielke said. “Denison is
good and are #23 nationally.”
Although Kenyon beat Denison
badly this time around, Thielke stressed
that the Big Red are not to be taken
lightly. “Denison is always a threat,” he
said. Anyone who thinks beating a top
25 team is easy doesn’t watch many
college sporting events.” The two teams
will likely meet again in the NCAC
conference tournament, which Kenyon
will host on April 24 and 25.
Later in the week, the Lords showed
off their depth by defeating the College
of Wooster, Oberlin College and Allegheny College while playing many of their
reserves. Between the three matches, the
Lords only lost three sets.
Moving on to women’s tennis, the
Ladies team improved their winning
streak to four matches with recent wins
over Allegheny College and Oberlin
College. Against Allegheny, Prita Kidder
’11 and Alexis Marino ’09, the Ladies’
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